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1. Is optic canal decompression still a viable option in traumatic optic neuropathy?

Traumatic optic neuropathy (TON) is an acute optic neuropathy that usually occurs after head, mid-face or ocular trauma in the absence of other causes of loss of vision. It is commonly presented with loss of visual acuity, visual field loss and afferent pupillary defect.

Traumatic optic neuropathy is a devastating injury that occurs in about 2%-5% of all head traumas. It can result in permanent decreased vision and even blindness. Although oculoplastic surgeons and ophthalmologists are the main physicians that face and manage this condition, several other disciplines may encounter and involved with this condition including emergency care physicians, rhinologists and neurosurgeons.

TON is classified as direct and indirect. Foreign bodies or pieces of fractured bone can cause direct optic nerve injury (DTON). However, the most common type of injury is indirect trauma to the optic nerve (ITON). ITON typically results from transmission of forces to the optic canal from blunt head trauma. The prognosis of direct TON is grave; hence the focus of researches has been to restore vision in the indirect type.1

Understanding the treatment strategies, it is mandatory to know the pathophysiology of TON. Pathogenesis of TON needs to be further clarified encompassing a broad spectrum from gross mechanistic and anatomic aspects to the molecular levels. It has been shown that forces applied to the frontal bone and malar eminences are transferred and concentrated in the optic canal. Optic nerve’s dural sheath is tightly attached to the periosteum of the optic canal. This is assumed to make the optic nerve susceptible to the deformative forces transmitted indirectly to the optic canal.

Stress waves transmitted to optic canal can cause shearing force, disruption of pial vessel and nourishment of optic nerve as a result of optic nerve stretch, axonal disruption, hemorrhage, stagnation of axoplasmic flow, optic nerve swelling and a localized compartment syndrome.2-4 These lead to injury of the optic nerve within the optic canal. This is called secondary injury. As a result of axonal injury, retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) may die after injury and surviving mature RGCs fail to regenerate their axons.5,6

Treatment strategies in TON has mainly focused on supporting the neural tissues to survive RGC before they die and to overcome inhibition of axonal regeneration.7-9

Three ways of management has been proposed including observation, medical treatment and surgery. Priorities of these managements were further eluded following International Optic Nerve Trauma Study (IONTS) that compared the three management plans in TON including observation, high dose intravenous corticosteroids and optic canal decompression. In IONTS, Levin and associates showed no statistically significant difference in the visual outcome between the three groups.10 This study was not
conducted as a randomized clinical trial and the number of samples and time interval between trauma to intervention were not similar in the treatment groups. Thus, the results of this study should be interpreted with caution.

In recent years there has been a much more focus on medical than surgical treatment of TON. Although intravenous corticosteroid was extensively applied in TON, major clinical trials and experimental studies either did not show any efficacy or even detrimental effect. Corticosteroid Randomisation After Significant Head Injury (CRASH) clinical trial showed that the risk of death after head injury significantly increased 48 hours after megadose of methylprednisolone with a hazard ratio at 6 months of 1.15. It has been shown that erythropoietin may be helpful in a variety of optic neuropathies including methanol associated optic neuropathy, optic neuritis, ischemic optic neuropathy and traumatic optic neuropathy. A wide variety of other neuroprotective and neuroregenerative modalities including extracellular vesicles, human mesenchymal stem cells and neurotrophic agents are under investigation.

Surgical interventions for TON mainly include optic canal decompression. Although, optic nerve sheath fenestration may be indicated to those with intra-optic nerve sheath hematoma. The rational for OCD is to reverse secondary optic nerve damage in purpose of preserving viability of RGCs and visual function. Optic canal surgery can help to reduce optic nerve compression, relieve intracanal compartment syndrome, subsequent vascular compromise and removing bone fragments that had impinged on the optic nerve within the optic canal. Thus, OCD addresses the secondary mechanism of optic nerve trauma before RGCs are lost.

A variety of surgical techniques have been proposed for optic canal decompression including endoscopic trans-sphenoidal, trans-cranial, trans-orbital approaches. Among them endoscopic trans-sphenoidal is the most popular in particular form of surgical decompression improves the visual outcome in TON. However, Perez et al. performed a systematic review on 9 studies with 766 patients with TON that underwent OCD with different surgical techniques. This study included seven retrospective, and two observational trials. Authors found visual improvement in 55% (198/360) of patients after OCD, 40% (164/406) after conservative Treatment. Patients who underwent early surgery had better visual outcomes. The most common complication after OCD has been CSF leakage in 1.7% to 45%. It is important that readers interpret the visual outcome of this study with caution. Actually, the frequency of visual recovery after OCD is 30-55% that is close to the rate of spontaneous recovery, corticosteroids and erythropoietin, in published controlled clinical trials. This is close to the visual outcome of a successful OCD in this systematic review.

In another recent systematic review on 74 studies involving 6084 patients that underwent optic canal decompression, it was found that those that underwent early OCD, had more than no-light perception of initial visual acuity and those with secondary visual loss gained higher vision. Among patients that underwent OCD within 3 days, 58.4% showed improvement of visual acuity compared to 45.4% of those that underwent OCD later than 7 days.

There is still no certainty if optic nerve sheath should or should not be incised during optic canal decompression. In a retrospective study on 74 TON patients that underwent OCD, opening of optic nerve sheath did not significantly improve visual recovery. Thaker et al. in a retrospective study, reported a significantly higher visual recovery among patients that underwent OCD along with optic nerve sheath incision (46%) compared to those that the sheath was not opened (33%). Visual recovery among those that were NLP before operation was not different.

Author currently believes that osseous decompression would be enough for an effective decompression unless there is intra-optic nerve sheath hematoma. This is a subject for future clinical trial.

Based on the current evidence, author cannot recommend OCD as the first line of treatment for TON. It can be offered to selected patients that did not improve vision spontaneously or with medical treatment, those with loss of light perception that have worse prognosis for either medical or surgical interventions within a reasonable time frame to maximize chance of visual recovery. I believe that endoscopic optic canal decompression is the preferred surgical technique, and it can help to improve the vision in a certain subset of patients with secondary mechanism of axonal injury as the predominant mechanism.
of injury. Ophthalmologist and physician who take care of TON patients may also consider medical treatment with medications with higher level of evidence such as intravenous erythropoietin. Although its efficacy is limited and the application should be considered with caution. Further, it is recommended that the patient be referred to experience surgeon soon for OCD when indicated. To further elucidate the role of OCD in TON, well-designed randomized clinical trials are needed. Future studies should answer to questions, including the efficacy, size of effect, optimal timing, preferred technique(s) and value of a combined medical treatment plus optic canal decompression.
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